Marie Pattullo: This is the one where we’re allowed to make bad jokes, right?
Philippe Fouquart (ISPCP): That’s the one indeed :)
Carlos Raúl Gutiérrez: this is the Bad Attitude one
Rubens Kuhl - RySG: I believe the chat transcripts are published, though...
Nathalie Peregrine: Amr Elsadr is on his way
Tatiana Tropina: Oh, then we must make some bad jokes -- if they are published...
Marie Pattullo: Our duty to the community, Tanya ;)
Tatiana Tropina: ;)
Nathalie Peregrine: This chat transcript will in deed be published.
Elsa Saade: Nathalie: REALITY CHECK
Amr Elsadr: Apologies for missing the roll call.
Elsa Saade: note: I was at the meeting with GAC, but thought it would be worthwhile to mention a summary of its outcomes
Nathalie Peregrine: @elsa, i was notifying Council, not stifling it:)
Elsa Saade: noted. ;)
Paul McGrady: @Michele - a fair question. Would like to understand the process.
Nathalie Peregrine: @all, please note that only councilors and liaisons are permitted at the Council table during the GNSO Council meeting.
Elsa Saade: can this statement be sent to the list @Paul?
Elsa Saade: nevermind, there should be a transcript i guess?
Rubens Kuhl - RySG: Is there a way to slice and dice PPAS into non-EPDP-dependent part and an EPDP-dependent-part?
Paul McGrady: @Elsa - I was working off bullets not a formal statement. Sorry!
Elsa Saade: no worries :)
Nathalie Peregrine 2: @Elsa, yes there will be a transcript of this session.
Elsa Saade: thank you Nathalie
Tatiana Tropina: Elsa or anyone, you can use close captioning and see it or copy, captioning disappears at the end of this meeting, but while we are here you can check every word from the beginning using this link https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.streamtext.net_player_transcript-3Fevent-3D20190313-2Dohwadac&d=DwlFaQ&c=FmY1u3Pj6wrcrwll3mSVzgkbpSSS6sJms7xcl4l5cM&r=DRa2dXAvSFmXlgmkXhFzL7ar9Qfqa0Alg-H4xR2EBk&m=qPNMPNrhy9yhyLxPMtbqe2s-eCX5hSYcpqnc4R-TKms&s=ZpD_dtk5bzzCeSkj0VJ41iLPuAPg1TSdDGdx6nnng&
Maxim Alzoba: finally correct Adobe
Maxim Alzoba: it would be great to know time of the next PDP 3.0 meeting in advance
Marie Pattullo: 10:30 Maxim
Marie Pattullo: Meeting: PDP3.0 small team meeting held in Kobe ICANN64 Date/time: Thursday, 14 March 10:30 – 12:00 pm local time Room: 307 (KICC)
Maxim Alzoba: @Marie, Thanks!
Arsene Tungali: Magnitude 5.2
Elsa Saade: Keith I think it’s well overdue by now that we hear "ring of fire" at the end of the meeting.
Elsa Saade: too many signs asking for it
Arsene Tungali: Good point of clarification, Keith
Paul McGrady: @Pam - thanks! I volunteer Flip.
Carlos Raúl Gutiérrez: M 5.2 - 21km ESE of Anan, Japan Time 2019-03-13 04:48:49 (UTC) Location 33.830°N 134.858°E Depth 33.6 km
Rubens Kuhl - RySG: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.jma.go.jp_en_quake_5_20190313045327493-2D13134857.html&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4i5cM&r=DRa2dXAvSfpClgmkXhfL7ar9Qfqa0Alg-H4xR2EBk&m=qPNMPNhry9YhzLxPMtbqe2s-eCX5hSYcpqnC4R-TKms&s=foEEvil_LEdkBjwUgby-BJCFSsqC-5uOJe9Zealk0-T8&e=

Amr Elsadr:@Michele: Thank you!!
Michele Neylon:a transfer isn't a registration
Marie Pattullo: It's the Final Report for Phase 1 - not the Final Report total
Maxim Alzoba: all registrants are aware of JSON ... or will have to
Paul McGrady:+1 Darcy
Rubens Kuhl - RySG: Transfer Policy is a good opportunity to let those with expertise come up with a complete policy proposal and r provided no one objects, move it throught without asking more volunteer work.
Maxim Alzoba: we might want to ask catering guys to remove fire from under the coffe dispenser ... without coffee inside it might start burning
Arsene Tungali: and i can feel a strange smell or maybe it is simply because i am not a coffee person?
Maxim Alzoba: it is burning a bit
Paul McGrady:@Keith - can you clarify. Are you thinking that the IRT and the Phase 2 WG are the same thing?
Keith Drazek: Not at all, different but could rely on the same people/resources.
Michele Neylon: there’s overlap
Paul McGrady:@Keith - thanks.
Paul McGrady:@Michele - thanks.
Maxim Alzoba: in addition to neutral paid chair, there might be a need in paid members (in order to prevent depletion), if the pace is the same as in phase 1
Michele Neylon:@paul - obviously that *might* not be the case for all SGs. Cs
Paul McGrady:@Michele - thanks. I will get some feed back from my C on how they are envisioning this and maybe do a little post on the Council list. I admit I don't have a crystal clear understanding on this particular point.
Mary Wong: Not wanting to take time at the open mic - this is to follow up on the PPSAI discussion. Any guidance that the Council can agree to provide on what specific topics are (or are not, and can be carved out) covered by the GDPR and hence impacting (or not the PPSAI IRT) will be exactly the kind of guidance Org will welcome.
Mary Wong:@Elsa - on the travel guidelines/elections; yes we are aware and staff is working on some suggestions to make election timelines more consistent.
Paul McGrady:@Mary - thanks! We need to get that sorted as soon as we can. Advancing elections in the middle of the summer is fraught with fright. :)